
 
 

Ph.D. STUDENTSHIPS IN EXPERIMENTAL PARTICLE PHYSICS 
 
The Birmingham Particle Physics group is looking for candidates to join our group as 
fully funded PhD students in the academic year 2021/2022.  
 
The Physics Department is one of the largest physics departments in the country 
with a high profile for research both in the UK and internationally, covering a wide 
range of topics offering exciting challenges at the leading edge of physics and 
astronomy.  
 
The Particle Physics group is one of the oldest in the country and currently has 12 
academic staff, 21 post-doctoral researchers, 3 support staff and more than 30 
research students. Our present activities include ATLAS and LHCb at the LHC, 
NA62 on the CERN SPS, and the DUNE future long-baseline neutrino experiment. 
We have a 200 m2 set of clean room facilities for silicon detector R&D and 
construction, and maintain a significant Tier 2 site on the UK GridPP contribution to 
LHC world-wide distributed computing. Our members lead several high-profile 
physics analyses in ATLAS, NA62 and LHCb, pursue ground-breaking research in 
detector and electronics development, and are leaders in public engagement.  
 
Opportunities this year include projects in: 

o the ATLAS, NA62, LHCb, and DUNE experiments; 
o development of silicon detectors for LHC upgrades and beyond, and medical 

applications; 
o work towards future colliders (electron-proton/ion colliders, electron-positron 

and proton-proton colliders); 
o novel detectors for light dark matter searches at the NEWS-G experiment. 

 
For further information please visit: 
http://www.hep.ph.bham.ac.uk/index.php?page=exp/phdentry/index 
Informal enquiries can be made to Dr. Laura Gonella (l.gonella@bham.ac.uk). 
Application must be submitted using the link above.  
 
Non-UK nationals are welcome to apply for these positions. 
 
Applications are welcome at all times. Applications submitted before Christmas 2020 
will be processed in time for the first round of interviews in early 2021. 
 
The Physics Department holds a Silver Athena SWAN Charter Award and it is 
committed to promote Equality and Diversity. 
Valuing excellence, sustaining investment. 

 
 
 
 
Tuesday 5th March 2019 
Dr Francesco Gonnella, University of Birmingham 
Planck’s constant 

 
In October 1900, Max 
Planck was trying to find a 
physical explanation for the 
so-called, black body 
radiation spectrum. After 
countless attempts, Planck 
made a "desperate act" 
denying the continuity of 
nature laws. Something 

which started innocuously as the colour of light from burning 
coal had developed into a phenomenon with much deeper 
meaning, setting the grounds for Quantum Mechanics. 
This talk will be an attempt to explain Max Planck's deep 
intuition, through simpler but not less important examples of 
physical models. In the end we will discuss mind-blowing 
behaviours of nature, such as the body-wave duality in the 
double-slit experiment. 
 
  
 
Tuesday 26th March 2019 
Dr Warrick Ball, University of Birmingham 
Asteroseismology: The Sounds of the Stars  
 
 

Sound gets trapped in 
stars.  This simple fact unlocks 
the interior of stars for scientific 
study - we call this study 
asteroseismology. What we have 
learned by peering beneath the 
surface of stars is breathtaking. 

Join Dr Ball to listen to the sounds of the stars, discuss what 
we can learn, and see how we are applying asteroseismology 
to explore our place in the Galaxy. 
 

Image credits 
Cover: https://www.wired.com/story/nasa-just-proved-it-
can-navigate-space-using-pulsars-where-to-now/ 
Image credit for 25 Sept: Rikard Westman 
Image credit for 5th March: 
https://static01.nyt.com/images/2006/12/03/books/YAGO60
0SPAN.jpg 
Image credit for 16th Oct; 
http://www.imperial.ac.uk/computational-materials-science  
 
Web-links to other useful sites 
Astronomy in the City – Astrophysics and Space Research 
Group, University of Birmingham 
http://www.sr.bham.ac.uk/observatory/astronomyinthecity.p
hp 
 
Institute of Physics 
http://www.iop.org 
 
Astronomical Societies 
http://fedastro.org.uk/fas/members/members-a-z/ 
 
For further information 
Dr Maria Pavlidou 
0121 414 4632  M.Pavlidou@bham.ac.uk 
 

Join us on facebook: https://www.facebook.com/groups/ 
student.ioptalks/ 

 
Follow us on Twitter: @m_pavlidou_uob 

Venue 
University of Birmingham 

School of Physics and Astronomy 
Edgbaston Campus  

B15 2TT 
Poynting Physics Building 

Second Floor 
 Large Lecture Theatre 

http://www.birmingham.ac.uk/Documents/university/edgbast
on-campus-map.pdf 

 
Refreshments are available from 7.00pm. 

Lectures start at 7:30pm. 
We finish by 9:00pm. 

They are free and open to all. 
 
 

2018/2019 

IOP Institute of Physics  

Evening Lectures 
Programme 

 

 

Admission Free 
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